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Abstract This article presents PANGEA, an agent platform to develop open 
multiagent systems, specifically those including organizational aspects such as 
virtual agent organizations. The platform allows the integral management of 
organizations and offers tools to the end user. Additionally, it includes a 
communication protocol based on the IRC standard, which facilitates 
implementation and remains robust even with a large number of connections. The 
introduction of a CommunicationAgent and a Sniffer make it possible to offer web 
services for the distributed control of interaction. 
Keywords: multiagent platform, Web services, virtual organizations, IRC 
protocol. 
1. Introduction 
One of the current lines of investigation for multiagent systems aims to create 
an increasingly open and dynamic system. This involves adding new capabilities 
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such as adaption, reorganization, learning, coordination, etc. Virtual agent 
Organizations (VOs) [1][2] emerged in response to this idea; they include a set of 
agents with roles and norms that determine their behavior, and represent a place 
where these new capabilities will assume a critical role. Possible organizational 
topologies and aspects such as communication and coordination mechanisms 
determine in large part the flexibility, openness and dynamic nature that a 
multiagent system can offer. 
There are many different platforms available for creating multiagent systems 
that facilitate the work of the agent; however those that allow for the creation of 
VOs number much fewer, and it is difficult to find one single platform containing 
all of the requirements for a VO. 
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: the next section introduces 
some existing platforms. Section 3 presents an overview of the main 
characteristics of the platform. Finally, section 4 explains a case study and 
presents some results. 
2. Related Works 
All platforms for creating multiagent systems existing to date should be studied 
according to two principal categories: those that simply support the creation and 
interaction of agents, and those that permit the creation of virtual organizations 
with such key concepts as norms and roles. We will first present those platforms 
that do not incorporate organizational aspects. The FIPA-OS [4] agent platform 
was created as a direct derivative of the FIPA [3] standard. Another agent platform 
is the April Agent Platform (AAP) [5] which, unlike the majority of platforms 
using Java, implements the April language [6]; its development and technological 
support has been discontinued. One of the strong points of this platform is that it 
provides services to facilitate the development and deployment of agents on the 
Internet and is also compliant with Web Services and Semantic Web standards.  
One of the most recent platforms still in development is JASON [7][8]. Its 
greatest contribution is the easy implementation of BDI agents [10]. The Java-
developed platform contains AgentSpeak in its nucleus, an interpreter agent that 
acts as a language extension [9]. The platform offers two operation modes: one 
that runs all agents in the same machine, and another which allows distribution 
using SACI (Simple Agent Communication Infrastructure) [11], which in turn 
uses KQML [24] language instead of RIPA-ACL [23]. In practice, the most used 
platform for developing multiagent systems in real case studies is JADF (Java 
Agent Development Framework) [12]. The JADE platform focuses on 
implementing the FIPA reference model, providing the required communication 
infrastructure and platform services such as agent management, and a set of 
development and debugging tools. Jadex [13] is a software framework for the 
creation of goal-oriented agents following the belief-desire-intention (BDI) model. 
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The Jadex project facilitates a smooth transition from developing conventional 
JADE agents to employing the mentalistic concepts of Jadex agents.  
With the exception of JASON, these platforms follow the FIPA standard, can 
create agents (some with different models), and manage communication among 
agents and services. With VOs, however, it is necessary to consider the normative 
and organizational aspects that the platform itself must provide. MadKit [20] was 
one of the first platforms to consider basic organizational aspects. The platform 
architecture is rooted in the AGR (agent-group-role) model [14]; however, while it 
can handle the concept of role, it does not consider a role a class entity, and the 
behavior associated with the role is directly implemented in the agent who 
assumes it. Roles are strongly linked to agent architectures. This approach harms 
the reusability and modularity of organizations [15]. 
Another pioneering platform with regards to structural aspects was Jack Teams 
[16]. JACK Teams is an extension of JACK Intelligent Agents [17], which 
provides a team-oriented modelling framework. Both are extensions of the Java 
programming language; the implemented source code is first compiled into regular 
Java code before being executed. 
S-MOISE+ is an organizational middleware that follows the MOISE+ model 
[18]. It is an extension of SACI [11] where the agents have an organizational 
aware architecture. Our research found systems developed in conjunction with 
JASON and using S-Moise+ as middleware to achieve a more complete model 
[19]. The result was J-Moise+ [20], which is very similar to S-Moise+ regarding 
overall system concepts. The main difference is how the agents are programmed: 
in S-Moise+ agents are programmed in Java (using a very simple agent 
architecture), while in J -Moise+ they are programmed in AgentSpeak. 
One of the main disadvantages of VO oriented platforms is the slight loss in the 
concept of service and, consequently, the management of these services and the 
Directory Facilitator (DF) described in the FIPA standard. THOMAS was 
developed in response to this twofold need. THOMAS is based on the idea that no 
internal agents exist and architectural services are offered as web services. As a 
result, the final product is wholly independent of any internal agent platform and 
fully addressed for open multiagent systems [21].  
Finally, one of the most complete and recent platforms that we found is Janus 
[22]. Janus is the next step towards platform organizations known as TinyMAS 
(no longer under development.). This platform was specifically designed to deal 
with the implementation and deployment of holonic and multiagent systems. Its 
primary focus is to support the implementation of the concepts of role and 
organization as first-class entities (a class in the object-oriented sense). This 
consideration has a significant impact on agent implementation and allows an 
agent to easily and dynamically change its behaviour [15]. 
In conclusion, it could be said that when dealing with all aspects of complex 
multiagent systems such as VOs,  it is also necessary to deal with multiple levels 
of abstractions and openness, which is not the case for most solutions. 
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3. Architecture Overview  
As we have mentioned, we are looking for a platform that can integrally create, 
manage and control VOs. In general terms, the proposed platform includes the 
following characteristics: 
 Different models of agents, including a BDI and CBR-BDL architecture. 
 Control the life cycle of agents with graphic tools. 
 A communication protocol that allows broadcast communication, 
multicast according to the roles or suborganizations, or agent to agent. 
 A debugging tool. 
 Module for interacting with FIPA-ACL agents. 
 Service management and tools for discovering services. 
 Web services. 
 Allow organizations with any topology.  
 Organization management. 
 Services for dynamically reorganizing the organization. 
 Services for distributing tasks and balancing the workload.  
 A business rules engine to ensure compliance with the standards 
established for the proper operation of the organization. 
 Programmed in Java and easily extensible.  
 Possibility of having agents in various platforms (Windows, Linux, 
MaccOS, Android and IOS) 
 Interface to oversee the organizations. 
Figure 1 displays the principal entities of the system, and illustrates how the 
roles, norms and the organizations themselves are classes that facilitate the 
inclusion of organizational aspects. The services are also included as entities 
completely separate from the agent, facilitating their flexibility and adaption.  
 
 
Figure 1.  Principal classes of the system 
When launching the main container of execution, the communication system is 
initiated; the agent platform then automatically provides the following agents to 
facilitate the control of the organization: 
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OrganizationManager: the agent responsible for the actual management of 
organizations and suborganizations. It is responsible for verifying the entry and 
exit of agents, and for assigning roles. To carry out these tasks, it works with the 
OrganizationAgent, which is a specialized version of this agent. 
InformationAgent: the agent responsible for accessing the database containing 
all pertinent system information. 
ServiceAgent: the agent responsible for recording and controlling the operation 
of services offered by the agents. 
NormAgent: the agent that ensures compliance with all the refined norms in the 
organization. 
CommunicationAgent: the agent responsible for controlling communication 
among agents, and for recording the interaction between agents and organizations. 
Sniffer: manages the message history and filters information by controlling 
communication initiated by queries. 
 
 
Figure 2. Architecture 
The platform examines two modes of operation. In the first mode, the agents 
reside in the machine itself, while in the second mode the platform allows for the 
possibility of initiating all agents in different machines. The latter case has the 
disadvantage of allowing only minimal human intervention since it is necessary to 
previously specify the address of the machine where each of the agents are to 
reside; however it has the advantage of greater system distribution. 
We hope to create a service oriented platform that can take maximum 
advantage of the distribution of resources. To this end, all services are 
implemented web services. This makes it possible for the platform to include both 
a service provider agent and a consumer agent, thus emulating a client-server 
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architecture. The provider agent knows how to contact the web service; once the 
client agent’s request has been received, the provider agent extracts the required 
parameters and establishes the contact. Once received, the results are sent to the 
client agent. 
Each suborganization or work unit is automatically provided with an 
OrganizationAgent by the platform during the creation of the suborganization. 
This OrganizationAgent is similar to the OrganizationManager, but is only 
responsible for controlling the suborganizationn, and can communicate with the 
OrganizationManager if needed. If another suborganization is created 
hierarchically within the previous suborganization, it will include a separate 
OrganizationAgent that communicates with the OrganizationAgent from the 
parent organization. These agents are distributed hierarchically in order to free the 
OrganizationManager of tasks. This allows each OrganizationAgent to be 
responsible for a suborganization although, to a certain extent, the 
OrganizationManager can always access information from all of the organizations. 
Each agent belongs to one suborganization and can only communicate with the 
OrganizationAgent from its own organization; this makes it possible to include 
large suborganizational structures without overloading the AgentManager. All of 
the OrganizationAgents from the same level can communicate with each other, 
unless a specific standard is created to prevent this.  
 
 
Figure 3. OrganizationManager and OrganizationAgents !
3.3 Communication Platform 
This section will focus on describing the communication platform and protocol. 
As observed in Figure x, the communication platform includes two main agents: 
the CommunciationAgent and the Sniffer. The first is in charge of checking the 
connections to confirm that the agents are online and see which ones have 
disconnected. It is also in continual communication with the NormAgent to ensure 
that the agents respect the lines of communication and comply with the standards. 
The Sniffer is in charge of recording all communication, offers services so that 
other agents can obtain history information, and facilitates the control of 
information flow for programmers and users. 
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The IRC protocol was used to implement communication. Internet Relay Chat 
(IRC) is a real time internet protocol for simultaneous text messaging or 
conferencing. This protocol is regulated by 5 standards: RFC1459 [25], RFC2810 
[29], RFC2811 [28], RFC2812 [26] y RFC2813 [27]. It is designed primarily for 
group conversations in discussion forums and channel calls, but also allows 
private messaging for one on one communications, and data transfers, including 
file exchanges [25]. The protocol in the OSI model is located on the application 
layer and uses TCP or alternatively TLS [29]. An IRC server can connect with 
other IRC servers to expand the user network. Users access the IRC networks by 
connecting a client to a server. There have been many implementations of clients, 
including mIRC or XChat. The original protocol is based on flat text (although it 
was subsequently expanded), and used TCP port 6667 as its primary port, or other 
nearby ports (for example TCP ports 6660-6669, 7000) [26]. The standard 
structure for an IRC server network is a tree configuration. The messages are 
routed only through those nodes that are strictly necessary; however, the network 
status is sent to all servers. When a message must be sent to multiple recipients, it 
is sent similar to a multidiffusion; that is, each message is sent to a network link 
only once [29]. This is a strong point in its favor compared to the no-multicast 
protocols such as SimpleMail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) or the Extensible 
Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP). 
One of the most important features that characterize the platform is the use of 
the IRC protocol for communication among agents. This allows for the use of a 
protocol that is easy to implement, flexible and robust. The open standard protocol 
enables its continuous evolution. There are also IRC clients for all operating 
systems, including mobile devices. 
All messages include the following format: prefix command command-
parameters\r\n. The prefix may be optional in some messages, and required only 
for entering messages; the command is one of the originals from the IRC standard. 
The following diagram illustrates the message flow required for an agent to 
enter an organization. These messages use the command PRIVMSG followed by 




Figure 4. Sequence of steps for an agent to enter an organization 
4. Case Study and Results 
The platform we have developed can create a general type of organization, and 
includes the possibility of creating open and highly dynamic systems. In order to 
test the architecture, a case study was prepared to simulate a working 
environment. Four organizations were created to simulate four different 
departments within a company: accounting (composed of 4 accounting agents, one 
manager and 2 secretaries); quality control (composed of 2 evaluating agents and 
two training specialist agents); technical services (composed of 6 technical 
agents); and customer service (composed of 8 telephonist agents). According to 
the role of each agent, there are specific services offered that allow them to 
resolve the queries they receive. In one possible case, the client agent contacts the 
telephonist agent, which simply receives the requests and redirects it to the agent 
qualified to resolve the request. The telephonist agent extracts the key words from 
the message sent by the client and contacts the Services Agent to determine which 
agent can address the required service. If the message contains the keyword 
“invoice”, the query will be handled by the Accounting agent; if the keyword is 
“switch on” it will be handled by the Technical agent. Once the client is in contact 
with the appropriate agent, the agent can communicate with other agents in its 
organization to carry out the task. 
Four 30-minute simulations were performed with 20 different types of requests 
randomly provided. Studying the Evaluation and Sniffer agents it was possible to 
study how both the simulation and message flow unfolded. Focusing specifically 
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on the Sniffer, it is possible obtain summary charts and diagrams, and specific 
numbers. Once the query is made, the Sniffer consults the database, filters the data 
and returns a URL that displays the desired data. 
It is possible to obtain the number of each type of message that a specific agent 
has received. Each message includes a tag that identifies the type of message, 
which makes it possible to filter information. 
 
  
Figure 5. Diagramas of messages. 
 
It is also possible to obtain a diagram of messages according to organization 
instead of agents. Using the message identifier, it is also possible to see which 
agents processed a given request; using the Evaluation agents we can determine 
the number of requests processed by each agent. 
We can conclude that the architecture we are developing has great potential to 
create open systems, and more specifically, virtual agent organizations. This 
architecture includes various tools that make it easy for the end user to create, 
manage and control these systems. One of the greatest advantages of this system is 
the communication platform that, by using the IRC standard, offers a robust and 
widely tested system that can handle a large number of connections, and that 
additionally facilitates the implementation for other potential extensions. 
Furthermore, the use of the Communication and Sniffer agents, offers services that 
can be easily invoked to study and extract message information. 
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